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ion-driven single–double helix
switching and chiroptical molecular switching
based on oligoureas†

Hongfei Li,‡a Lei Kou,‡a Lin Liang,b Boyang Li,a Wei Zhao, *b Xiao-Juan Yangb

and Biao Wu *ab

Synthetic foldamers with helical conformation are widely seen, but controllable interconversion amongst

different geometries (helical structure and sense) is challenging. Here, a family of oligourea (tetra-,

penta-, and hexa-) ligands bearing stereocenters at both ends are designed and shown to switch

between single and double helices with concomitant inversion of helical senses upon anion

coordination. The tetraurea ligand forms a right-handed single helix upon chloride anion (Cl�) binding

and is converted into a left-handed double helix when phosphate anion (PO4
3�) is coordinated. The

helical senses of the single and double helices are opposite, and the conversion is further found to be

dependent on the stoichiometry of the ligand and phosphate anion. In contrast, only a single helix is

formed for the hexaurea ligand with the phosphate anion. This distinction is attributed to the fact that

the characteristic phosphate anion coordination geometry is satisfied by six urea moieties with twelve H-

bonds. Our study revealed unusual single–double helix interconversion accompanied by unexpected

chiroptical switching of helical senses.
Introduction

Allosteric regulation of DNA helical geometries (helical senses
and structures) is tightly associated with gene expression and
other cellular processes in biological systems.1 For example,
right-handed B-DNA converts into le-handed Z-DNA during
transcription by binding to spermine, spermidine, or metal
cations.2 To mimic these biological processes, considerable
advances have been made to regulate single and double helical
forms of synthetic foldamers.3–6 Pioneering work from Lehn and
co-workers showed temperature-dependent single–double helix
switching based on oligoamides while retaining their le-
handed helical sense.7 Other external stimuli, e.g., solvent,8–10

light,11–15 and guest molecules16–20 have also been shown to
regulate single–double helix switching. However, most of these
studies have focused on the interconversion between single and
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double helical forms, and controlling changes in the helical
sense along with these processes remains a challenge.

Synthetic foldamers with stimuli-responsive helical sense are
promising candidates for chiroptical molecular switches, which
are amenable with fabrication of functional materials for data
storage.21–23 As an example, the seminal report on chiroptical
molecular switches from Feringa showed the conversion
between le- and right-handed congurations of overcrowded
chiral alkenes.24 Triggered by a light source, the chirality of the
stereocenter was inversed, thus reversing the helical sense of
the pendant foldamers. Besides, anions have also been utilized
to regulate helical structures and conformations.25–30 For
example, chiroptical molecular switches based on oligo-
indolocarbazole foldamers have been shown to alter their
helical senses by anion binding and the solvent effect.25–27 Very
recently, anions were demonstrated to be able to simulta-
neously regulate single–double helix switching and reversion of
helical senses for aryl-triazole based foldamers.28–30 To the best
of our knowledge, this aryl-triazole based foldamer is the only
reported example showing the anion-mediated two-in-one
switching process involving changes in both the helical struc-
ture and helical sense.12

In our previous work, we found that ortho-phenylene spaced
oligoureas display strong coordination affinity toward anions,
including chloride and oxoanions.31–33 Through multiple
hydrogen bonds between urea moieties (NH) and anions, the
backbones of oligoureas readily wrap around the bound anions
in the centers. As the chain length of oligourea increases, single-
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 4915–4921 | 4915
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Fig. 2 (a) Structures of ligands L1–L3 and their chloride-coordinated
single helices [L$Cl2]

2�. (b) CD and UV-vis spectra of [L$Cl2]
2�

complexes in acetonitrile ([L]¼ 30 mM). Crystal structures for the single
helices of (c) [L1$Cl2]

2� and (d) [L2$Cl2]
2� showing right-handed helical

conformation in the solid state (front and top views). Countercations
and solvent molecules were omitted for clarity.
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strand helical structures are formed by coordinating to two
chloride anions.34 By comparison, oxoanions with higher
charges prefer more urea moieties (and therefore hydrogen
bonds) in order to stabilize the coordination geometry. For
instance, the phosphate anion exhibits a characteristic coordi-
nation geometry with six urea moieties through 12 hydrogen
bonds, which is easily satised in a double helix. Thus, we
hypothesize that ortho-phenylene spaced oligourea foldamers
with a suitable chain length allow for switching of their helical
forms by varying the identity of coordinated anions. Yet so far,
most of these helical structures are found to be racemic with no
preferential helical senses.35 By introducing a pair of chiral
centers, the switching of double-single helical forms and helical
senses can be envisioned by coordinating to the phosphate
anion.36–39

To test this hypothesis, we designed a family of oligourea
ligands that incorporate a chiral a-methylbenzyl group at each
end to induce single helices with a preferred helical sense.40–43 It
was found that the tetraurea L1 shows unexpected, different
helical structures and helical senses when coordinating to
chloride or phosphate anions (Fig. 1). The single-crystal X-ray
diffraction and circular dichroism (CD) results unambiguously
support a single, right-handed helix (P) formed with two chlo-
ride anions (LA2, L: ligand, A: anion) and double, le-handed
helices (MM) driven by phosphate coordination (L2A), respec-
tively. In addition, the latter double, le-handed helices can be
further switched into a single, right-handed helix (L1A1

complex) by interacting with extra phosphate anions.
Results and discussion
Single right-handed helix induced by chloride anion
coordination

The details of the syntheses of oligourea ligands L1, L2 and L3

are shown in the ESI.† All the three ligands bear the same a-
methylbenzyl chiral group at each end, yet consisting of various
numbers of ortho-phenylene spaced urea moieties (Fig. 2a). The
formation of a folded structure of these ligands upon chloride
coordination was rst investigated in solution (Fig. 2b). Strong
CD signals with a positive Cotton effect were observed for all the
three ligands. The structures of the 1 : 2 (ligand to chloride)
complexes were conrmed by single-crystal X-ray diffraction
Fig. 1 Formation of single and double helices of the tetraurea ligand L1

mediated by chloride and phosphate anion binding.
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(Fig. 2c, d and S2, ESI†), which are consistent with our previous
report.35 As expected, only right-handed conformation was
found in the solid state on account of the presence of chiral
ending groups. The 1 : 2 complexes were also supported by
mass spectrometry analysis (Fig. S19, ESI†).

Consistent with the crystal structures of [L$Cl2]
2� complexes,

CD spectra in acetonitrile also support the formation of right-
handed helices (Fig. 2b). According to the exciton chirality
method,44–46 the observed pattern of CD signals (positive at long
wavelength) is a signature for the formation of right-handed (P)
helical conformation. This observation suggests that the stereo
information of the (S) a-methylbenzyl group at both ends is
transferred to the folded structures. In addition, the attenuated
intensities of CD signals in different oligourea ligands could be
attributed to a decrease in the anisotropy factors (g-factor) of
folded conformations (Fig. S3, ESI†).47–49 It is worth noting that
both CD and UV absorptions are slightly red shied for
[L3$Cl2]

2� as compared to [L1$Cl2]
2�, whichmay be attributed to

the increased coupling through the oligomer backbone in the
longer oligomer.50

Double helices induced by phosphate anion coordination and
single–double helix switching

Based on the characteristic coordination geometry between
ortho-phenylene spaced urea moieties and phosphate anions
seen in our previous work,51 we expect to see a different helical
structure with phosphate from that with chloride anions.
Indeed, instead of forming a single helix as seen with chloride
anions, phosphate coordination was found to drive the forma-
tion of a double helix with the tetraurea ligand L1. A similar
anion-mediated interconversion of single and double helices
has been reported in a previous study of aryl-triazole-based
foldamers.12 In addition to this, we also observed that the
helical sense is also inverted from being right-handed for the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 (a) CD spectra ([L1] ¼ 30 mM, 5% v/v DMSO/CH3CN) and (b) stacked partial 1H NMR spectra ([L1] ¼ 0.6 mM, 400 MHz, DMSO-d6) of the
tetraurea ligand L1 in its single-helix chloride complex and double-helix phosphate complex. (c) ESI-MS spectrum and (d) crystal structure of the
double helical complex [L12$PO4]

3�, tetramethylammonium countercations and solvent molecules were omitted for clarity.

Fig. 4 (a) Schematic representation of the anion-mediated conver-
sion from a single helix to a double helix and (b) the corresponding

Edge Article Chemical Science
single helix to being le-handed for the double helices, which
was usual in previous studies.52–58

Inversion of the helical sense from right to lewas rst shown
by CD spectra. We observed a negative Cotton effect in the CD
spectrum (negative in a long wavelength region) for the complex
of L1 and phosphate anion (Fig. 3a), indicative of the formation of
the le-handed helix as compared to the right-handed helix
found with chloride.59 The CD intensity of the phosphate
complex (DCD ¼ +145 mdeg at 259 nm) is ca. seven times
stronger than that of the chloride complex (DCD ¼ +22 mdeg at
259 nm), suggesting the formation of a more compact foldamer-
anion complex with phosphate than that with the chloride anion.

Considering that the phosphate ion (PO4
3�) with three

negative charges is a much stronger hydrogen-bond acceptor
than chloride,60 NMR spectroscopy was used to study these
interactions. Larger downeld shis of N–H (urea) groups were
observed compared to the chloride complex (Fig. 3b and S18,
ESI†). Specically, the largest chemical shi change for the N–H
peak is about 3.30 ppm (from 8.40 ppm to 11.70 ppm) for the
phosphate complex, while only less than 0.33 ppm (7.87 ppm to
8.20 ppm) was seen for the chloride complex (Tables S9 and S10,
ESI†). This is consistent with the stronger interactions between
the ligand and phosphate than the chloride ion.61

To further conrm the stoichiometry of the phosphate
complex, we performed mass spectrometry analysis. The major
peak in the ESI-MS spectrum is assigned to the L2A complex,
[L12$PO4$(TMA)2]

� (TMA ¼ tetramethylammonium, Fig. 3c).
The single-crystal X-ray diffraction structure conrms the
formation of a double, le-handed helix (Fig. 3d and S1, ESI†),
in accordance with the strong CD intensities and negative
Cotton effect for the tetraurea ligand L1 with the phosphate
anion (Fig. 3a). As shown in the crystal structure, all 16 urea
hydrogens (N–H) from the two intertwining ligands form
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
hydrogen bonds with the bound phosphate anion. This coor-
dination number of 16 for phosphate is unusually high in
comparison with the typical coordination number of 12 seen in
our previous studies.32

Addition of 0.5 equivalents of phosphate anions into the
solution of [L1$Cl2]

2� drives a complete conversion from
a single helix to a double helix of [L12$PO4]

3� (Fig. 4a and S5,
ESI†). According to the CD spectra in acetonitrile (Fig. 4b), the
positive Cotton effect gradually shis to the negative pattern by
adding phosphate anions. The nal CD spectrum is very similar
to that by adding 0.5 equivalents of phosphate into the solution
of the free tetraurea ligand (Fig. 3a), suggesting the formation of
le-handed double helices of the [L12$PO4]

3� complex. Along
changes in CD spectra. ([L1] ¼ 30 mM, CH3CN).

Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 4915–4921 | 4917
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with change in helical forms, the helical sense is also inverted
frombeing right-handed to being le-handed. This simultaneous
dual conversion in both the helical structure and helical sense
was rarely seen in previous studies.62–64 Note that only 0.5
equivalents of phosphate anions are sufficient to fully drive the
conversion from the [L1$Cl2]

2� complex to [L12$PO4]
3�, inferring

once again that the binding affinity of tetraurea ligand L1 with
phosphate is much stronger than that with chloride anions.

Quantitative NMR and UV-vis titration conrms that all oli-
gourea ligands bind to phosphate much strongly than chloride
anion (Fig. S6–S17, ESI†). Using 1H NMR titration in DMSO-d6
(Fig. S12–S14, ESI†), the binding constants of oligoureas L1, L2,
and L3 with the chloride ion were determined to be (2.47� 0.03)
� 103 M�1, (3.17 � 0.06) � 103 M�1, and (2.11 � 0.04) � 103

M�1, respectively. In such a polar solvent, 1 : 1 binding mode
was applied for chloride coordination. The hexaurea L3 shows
slightly weaker binding affinity compared to the other two
ligands, perhaps due to its larger and/or less preorganized
cavity for chloride binding. In the case of phosphate, a binding
mode of 2 : 1 (L2A1) was observed in the titration of oligourea
ligands with the phosphate ion (Fig. S15, ESI†). We saw the
formation of two distinct complexes (L2A1 and L1A1), which were
supported by the slow exchange between NMR signals during
titrations in DMSO-d6. The binding affinity of phosphate is too
high for quantitative determination using NMR measurements.
Yet based on changes in the absorbance of UV-vis spectra
(Fig. S9–S11, ESI†), we believe that the overall binding affinities
of these oligoureas with the phosphate anion are much stronger
than those with the chloride anion.

The inversion of the helical sense from a single helix to
a double helix is unexpected and unusual. The underlying
driving force involved in the transition is not yet clear.12,26,27,65,66

Flood and co-workers found that the helicity bias between the
racemic single helix and chiral double helices for aryl-triazole
foldamers is dependent on the anion size.12 Huc and co-
workers found that extra contacts (H-bonds or p–p stacks)
among double strands could contribute to the inversion of the
helical sense.66 In our case, based on the crystal structure of
[L1$Cl2]

2� and [L12$PO4]
3�, we see that the terminal phenyl

rings are aligned parallel to the radial direction in the single
helix and vertical to the radial direction for the double helix. In
the double helix, extra C–H/p contacts (Fig. S1, ESI†) between
the terminal phenyl ring and mid-chain phenyl ring are
observed, and may help to stabilize the M-helicity thus forming
le-handed double helices (MM). Computational studies
(Fig. S23 and S24, ESI†) on the double helix with the opposite
right-handed helical sense (PP) do not result in similar C–H/p

contacts, and so the right-handed structure is suggested to be
less stable than the le-handed one. Thus, we postulate that
these extra C–H/p contacts in the le-handed double helix are
one driving force for the inversion of helicity (Fig. S24, ESI†).
Fig. 5 (a) Schematic representation of the stoichiometry-controlled
conversion from double helices to a single helix and conversion of the
helical sense fromM to P. (b) ESI-MS spectrum showing the formation
of the single helix. (c) CD spectra of [L12$PO4]

3� by adding 0.5
equivalents of phosphate anions gradually showing conversion in the
helical sense. (d) Changes in CD spectra at a wavelength of 258 nm and
280 nm. ([L1] ¼ 30 mM, CH3CN).
Stoichiometry dependent helix switching induced by
phosphate anion coordination

In addition to the anion-mediated interconversion of single and
double helices, stoichiometry-controlled helix switching is also
4918 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 4915–4921
observed by further adding phosphate anions (Fig. 5a and S4,
ESI†). First, when compared to the mass spectrum of double
helices of the phosphate complex, [L12$PO4$(TMA)2]

� (Fig. 3c
and S20a, ESI†), the major peaks were assigned to a 1 : 1
complex of [L1$PO4$(TMA)2]

�whenmore than one equivalent of
phosphate anions were mixed with the tetraurea ligand (Fig. 5b
and S20b, ESI†). This is indicative of the conversion from
double helices to a single helix. According to the CD signal
changes during the titration of double helices with extra phos-
phate anions in acetonitrile (Fig. 5c and d), we observed
consistent shiing of the Cotton effect from being negative to
being positive when 0.5 equivalents of phosphate anions were
added. The inverted CD signals suggest that the helical sense
changed to right-handed. Moreover, the decreased CD intensity
also suggests the formation of a less folded structure that is
similar to a single helical conformation. The corresponding 1H
NMR titration also supports this transformation in solution
(Fig. S15, ESI†). When ligand L1 was mixed with less than 0.5
equivalents of phosphate anions, only one set of peaks were
observed, which were assigned to the double helices of the
[L12$PO4]

3� complex. By adding more phosphate anions (up to
one equivalent), we observed a decrease in the peaks of the
double helix and emergence of a new set of peaks (Fig. S15,
ESI†). The 1H NMR spectroscopy results and the CD spectra
support stoichiometry-controlled conversion from double
helices to a single helix with inversed helical senses.

Given that the phosphate anion typically requires six urea
moieties (twelve hydrogen bonds) to satisfy the coordination
sphere, we expect to see different helical structures induced by
phosphate coordination by increasing the chain length from
tetra-urea to penta- and hexa-urea. In particular, the hexaurea
ligand L3 with twelve NH moieties may be able to wrap around
one phosphate anion and form a single-strand helix instead of
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 (a) CD spectra of the single helix of ligands with 1.0 equivalent
of phosphate anions. ([L] ¼ 30 mM, CH3CN) (b) X-ray diffraction crystal
structures of the single helix of the [L3$PO4]

3� complex. The 1 : 1
complex is shown, and two water molecules are found to interact with
the phosphate anion through hydrogen bonding. The tetramethy-
lammonium countercations and solvent molecules were omitted for
clarity.

Edge Article Chemical Science
double helices. Indeed, unlike the tetraurea ligand L1, treating
the other two ligands L2 and L3 with phosphate anions did not
clearly show the transition from a double helix to a single helix
(Fig. S16 and S17, ESI†).

For the pentaurea ligand L2, we observed a set of new peaks
when 0.5 equivalents of phosphates were added based on 1H
NMR spectra (Fig. S16, ESI†), which is similar to the peaks seen
in the case of ligand L1. However, we did not see a comparable
Cotton effect for the double helices (Fig. 3a). Presumably, an
intermediate species of an irregular helical structure for the L2A
complex was formed, which readily converted into the single
helix [L2$PO4]

3� when more phosphate ions were added. The
CD spectrum of the [L2$PO4]

3� complex in acetonitrile shows
a similar Cotton effect to that of the [L1$PO4]

3� complex that is
assigned to be the right-handed single helix (Fig. 6a).

During the titration of the hexaurea ligand L3 with the
phosphate anion, we only observed the formation of the
[L3$PO4]

3� complex based on 1H NMR spectra, mass spectrum,
and CD spectra (Fig. 6a and S22, ESI†) as a single helix. In
addition, the CD signals of the [L$PO4]

3� complex in acetoni-
trile also show a similar decreasing tendency to those of the
right-handed single helix [L1$Cl2]

2�, and of the ligands (L1–L3)
(Fig. 6a). This indicates the formation of the right-handed
single helix for all the three [L$PO4]

3� complexes in solution.
We obtained the crystal structure of the [L3$PO4]

3� complex,
where to our surprise only a le-handed helix is seen in the solid
state (Fig. 6b), which is not consistent with the CD results. This
difference could be attributed to specic solvation, and similar
solvation-driven inversion of helical senses has been observed
before for the oligo-indolocarbazole based foldamers.26,27,65 In
the solid state, two water molecules are seen to interact with the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
phosphate anion through two hydrogen bonds. This specic
solvation affects the orientation of the terminal chiral groups,
which is more folded around the phosphate anion than the
other oligourea ligands, and thus is more sensitive to what
solvates the anions in the solid state. In solution, this coordi-
nation geometry with water molecules may not survive, and the
right-handed helical conformation is more stabilized just as the
other shorter foldamers.
Conclusions

In summary, we report the interconversion of single–double
helix structures with simultaneous helical sense switching that
is regulated by anion coordination. Based on the characteristic
anion coordination ability of ortho-phenylene spaced urea
moieties, the chloride anion (Cl�) drives the tetraurea ligand to
form a right-handed (P) single helix (LA2 complex) while phos-
phate (PO4

3�) binding drives the formation of a le-handed
(MM) double helix (L2A complex). One equivalent of phos-
phate anions further converts the double helix into a single
helix (LA complex) suggesting stoichiometry dependent single-
to-double helix switching. Our study shows a new anion-
coordination-mediated approach to the regulation of helical
conformations with specic chirality.
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